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Editor’s Notes 

 

As I sit and write it is another lovely sunny day. Many of us are still at home and unable to go back to work. 

Some are still working from home, take the time to read the article on that, you may find some useful tips. I’m 

sure there are some new gardeners in our midst and Down To Earth has good tips on what to do this month. 

Kate’s column is inspiring and there is a new bloom in my garden thanks to last months lovely picture of 

Tuscany Superb! 

I do love my garden and it is always a sanctuary to me. I particularly like all my old fashioned roses and this 

year, towering foxgloves have joined them. The bees are constantly humming; the birds singing and we 

occasionally see a frog hopping in the undergrowth. We are trying to establish a small patch of wild meadow 

and we had a conversation with our neighbours about this. One of our neighbours told us where to look out 

for bee orchids and another for the pyramid orchids on the half mow. As I read through our Country Ramblers 

column I couldn’t agree more with taking the time to see what is around us. I walk across the half mow most 

days and could easily have passed by these lovely orchids. We are so lucky to live in such a special place. I 

grew up in an urban area so I’m still learning about the countryside. My chats with our neighbours during the 

Oak Road coffee morning (at a social distance) have been so interesting. I have learnt more about our local 

countryside than I would ever have found out in books. I know many of us have missed our social activities 

during lockdown but we have created a new social network on our doorstep. It was just taking the time to 

connect. Whilst walking on the half mow a little girl approached us to announce she had found ladybugs! Her 

Dad told us where there were lots, as I said I hadn’t seen many this year. It is so nice to see children enjoying 

the countryside. 

While you are out and about do look out for the painted pebbles and check out the SMR Facebook page to 

find out more. You can read all about it in Sam’s Chat. 

If lockdown has taught us anything, it must surely be to slow down and appreciate what we have all around 

us. Hopefully, by the time you read this, we will have more freedom to see our families and friends. We 

shouldn’t hurry too much to get back to ‘normal’ but to take the time to remember what is closest to our 

hearts and remember to nurture it into the future. 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipiscing 

elit. Vivamus semper 

sodales lorem. Quisque 

venenatis vehicula lectus. 

Donec a odio eu eros 

lobortis vehicula. 

- sodales. 

 

Sam’s Chat 

Hello everybody, 

Lockdown is still going on so what I said about last month didn’t really change much.  We have been able to 

visit our Nanny and Grandad and Nanna but still can’t hug them yet.  I am back to school and I can see my 

friends in person now and not just on Google Meet. When I’ve been at school I haven’t accomplished as much 

as I normally would.  I get more done at home than I do at school. That is one reason I wanted to stay at 

home.  We don’t get homework anymore too so I am still going on Google Meet with my friends to play games 

for a bit after school. 

Mummy and I are part of the Stowupland Mountain Rescue (SMR).  This is a team set up when I was really 

little.  The team set up the Stowupland Three Peak Challenge, which you might have done. 

This month we created a Facebook Group called SMR for Stowupland Mountain Rocks.   We painted lots of 

rocks and stones while we have been in lockdown.  We used to find painted ones on Felixstowe beach a few 

years ago so we thought we could do something like that in our village.  There are more than 26 decorated 

rocks and stones scattered around Stowupland.  They say SMR on the back.  When we were putting them out 

a bit of the colour wore off so they might not be as easy to see.  One family has found one already after we 

just put it out.  We are putting out more of them all the time, so if you can’t find any or most of them you have 

already seen, then you have another chance to find some.  And some people might move them around.  We 

can put out clues and maps on Facebook and in Telstar to help you find them.  When you find them be sure to 

take a selfie or photo and put it on Facebook.   It will be a bit like a treasure hunt.  Everyone can make their 

own coloured rocks too and put them out. 

Have you heard about What3words?  This is a really good way to help find the rocks.  The whole world has 

been divided into 3m squares. Each square has its own three words.  No square has the same three words.  It 

is a lot easier to tell someone where you are with three words instead of the long GPS coordinates.  The 

what3words app has been used by ambulance people to find you if you are lost and hurt, like on a 

mountain.  An example is our Stowupland Village sign which is at ///robot.many.scratches.  We have seen 

some funny three words. 

When we put out the rocks Mummy takes a photo of them using the What3words app so we can tell you 

exactly where to find them.  If you use the app and the what3words code that we put on Facebook it should 

take you right to where they are.   I hope you enjoy looking for them.  

In karate I have been able to do lessons again outside with the teacher with social distancing.  It has been 

good to be able to carry on with lessons on zoom but I prefer outside.  It is doing the summer course.  I have 

to go for my next lesson now.  We think there is going to be a thunderstorm soon so our lesson is back on 

zoom. 

Love Sam 
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Country Rambler 

Brian Ward 

In a few days’ time it will be the longest day. The light evenings of our summer are a joy; some evenings now, 

as it is allowed, I will drive along our many local country lanes and just sit and watch. All kinds of wildlife will 

appear. Last year I sat in my vehicle along a farm track watching a leveret only a few yards away, it did not 

realize but a stoat was stalking it as it nibbled the fresh grass along the track verge. The leveret was busy 

watching me as the stoat crept through the grass, only a few feet away the stoat made a dash towards the 

leveret and only inches away from death, the startled creature ran for its life past me with the stoat in hot 

pursuit. Thankfully the young hare outran its pursuant and lived to see another day. We watch the TV with the 

great cats chasing their prey on the African plains but it all happens under our noses in our gardens and 

surrounding fields. 

On my rambles I stumbled across a herons nest with three noisy youngsters. This large nest constructed of 

sticks and twigs is only about ten feet above the ground in a bush, so once a week I take a photograph of these 

prehistoric looking youngsters as they grow. On my last visit they were about to fledge so maybe I will find 

them at the nearby lake where the parents feed. Locally I have seen a marsh harrier not what you expect to 

see in Stowupland, but it may be en–route to its normal reed bed habitat. I have observed a hobby catching 

dragonflies, true masters of the air; these small falcons catch and eat them whilst on the wing. Last year I 

watched two hobbies pursue a single swift, it resembled a dog fight during the war as one hobby chased, the 

other prepared to swoop from above, eventually the swift tired and the hobbies fought over their meal; 

nature is cruel but they all have to eat and feed their young. 

The summer flowers are in bloom, dog roses adorn the hedgerows, parsley, campion and poppies are along 

the verges. The queen of flowers along our verges must be the oxeye daisy, great swathes of these can be 

seen swaying gently in the breeze, and these are great for bumble bees and other insects.  

If you have an hour or two to spare just walk or drive to a quiet spot sit down and soak up the atmosphere, 

simple things like a skylark singing, a butterfly flits past, the noise of the breeze in the trees, watch the sun set 

in the distance and a few minutes later the clouds turning a fiery red. This is all good for our mental wellbeing, 

and return home to share your experience with the family so they may join you next time. 

 

 

 

Photo of a young Heron, 
Courtesy of Brian Ward 
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Down to Earth 

Kate Elliott 

July is peak flowering time for most gardens. Bedding plants are at their absolute best and containers and 

hanging baskets are in full swing.  

I love July most for its harvests. First of all are the new potatoes, emerging white and gleaming from the soil. 

No potato tastes as good as the first new potatoes grown from your garden. They are an absolute treat and if 

you cook and eat them as soon as possible after harvesting, served steaming hot with butter and mint - there 

is nothing better.  

Next is the garlic crop that has been growing in our walled kitchen garden here at Columbine since October. 

We grow the varieties 'Extra Early Wight', 'Early Purple Wight', 'Provence Wight' and Elephant Garlic - which is 

actually not really a garlic; Allium ampeloprasum grows like a large leek, but tastes like mild garlic and its 

cloves can get up to 5cm wide. I harvest them all when the leaves start to fade and lift them carefully with a 

fork so as not to damage the necks before drying them in the sun so that they will store through the winter. 

Beans, peas, the first tomatoes; all the salad crops tumble from garden to kitchen with an increasing flow. All 

this bounty unquestionably tastes best eaten outside in the garden in the warmth of a July evening.  

To keep your sweet peas flowering you must keep picking them, because they quickly go to seed as the 

weather warms up. They also run to seed if they become dry so a regular soak is essential. Although the 

flowers are beautiful, it is the scent of sweet peas that I love the most. It is one of the loveliest fragrances a 

garden produces. We grow many varieties here at Columbine but for scent you can't beat the original sweet 

pea, which was introduced to this country at the end of the 1600's called 'Cupani' - it is a mass of maroon and 

purple flowers.  

At Columbine the best way we keep our grass green in hot, dry spells is by not cutting it too short. Raise the 

blades on your mower by 1/2 inch and you'll soon see the difference. But don't stop cutting it entirely, as it 

looks scruffy and some of the grasses will run to seed. When it's really dry grass will stop growing when it's 

short of water, so it doesn't need mowing so much. The worst that will happen is it will turn a bit brown, but 

it's not dead - just resting and will soon green up again once it starts raining. Every time you mow, trim the 

edges to keep the grass looking neat.  

Herbs are available in large quantities this month and if you want to preserve them to use in winter, now's the 

time to do it before they start flowering, otherwise the leaves lose a lot of their flavour and stems become 

woody and tough.  

To make herb flavoured oils, place a few sprigs of herbs in a jar of good olive oil and leave there for a few 

weeks in a cool cupboard. To dry herbs, shake any water off them and hang small bunches up in a warm, airy 

place out of sunlight. To freeze herbs, chop them up and put a teaspoonful of each into an ice-cube tray. Top 

them up with water and put in the freezer. Once frozen hard, you can tip out the herb cubes into sandwich 

bags and label them - you'll never know which is which later on otherwise.  

Once you have done that, herbs such as mint, thyme and marjoram respond well to a good haircut about now 

to produce new young leaves. Once I have cut them back I give them a good watering to encourage faster 

regrowth.  

 

 

Here are some more jobs you can be doing this month: 

 

Keep up with deadheading of bedding plants, perennials and roses. 
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Here are some more jobs you can be doing this month: 

 

Keep up with deadheading of bedding plants, perennials and roses. 

Water and feed containers and hanging baskets regularly. 

Harvest raspberries, gooseberries, redcurrants and blackcurrants.  

Top up ponds when the water level drops due to evaporation in hot weather. 

Pick courgettes regularly so they don't turn into marrows.  

Keep feeding the birds and provide fresh drinking and bathing water.  

Divide clumps of bearded iris.  

 

Until next month - happy gardening.  

 

 

 

Sweet pea 'Cupani' 
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U.R.C Chapel 
Church Secretary: Anne Scarff 

Telephone 01449 774792 

 

Another month of lock down although the restrictions are slowly being eased. (That’s if you can follow it all). 

In October 2018 our minister, The Reverend Chris Wood, retired to Yorkshire and we have been without a 

minister since then. However, by the time you read this our new Minister, The Reverend Robert Sheard, will 

have arrived in Stowmarket although his official start date is 12 July, this will give him time to settle into The 

Manse with his family.   

Owing to Covid-19 Robert’s induction will be a virtual one with celebrations to be held at a later date. We look 

forward to his arrival and wish him well. 

Joyce Gardiner 

July Message 

 

“There is a right time and a right way to do everything, but we know so little!”    

Ecclesiastes 8:6 Good News Translation (GNT) 

Normally, in July, school children would have been looking forward to their summer break from school.  But 

this year many have already been off school since mid- March.  In July we look forward to Summer holidays 

which for many is a trip to the airport and a flight to some holiday resort.  But this year many find their chosen 

holiday cancelled.  And, of course in July we look forward to hot summer days.  But this year we have had 

many a hot day in May! 

We know that in normal times there is a right time for things to happen...but these are not normal times. 

However, despite so many changes to what we might expect at this time of the year there are some things 

that still tell us that there is a right time.  My garden is one place that tells me what time of the year it is…well 

on the whole. The potatoes and other vegetables know that summer into autumn is the time for them.  And 

my first strawberry (Oh! what a delight) needed the sun, and plenty of water before it was ready. We can see 

at their best in July the Delphiniums, Agapanthus, Lavender, various Clematis, Dahlias and so many more 

flowers.  Even though the time is not right this year for us to open our gardens to share these flowers with 

others, the time will be right to dead head the various flowering plants so that we can continue to enjoy their 

beauty long into the summer. 

There is also the right time to celebrate certain things this month.  Believe it or not July 2 is “I Forgot Day”; July 

11 is “Cheer Up the Lonely Day”; and one of my favourites is July 28 which is “National Milk Chocolate Day”.  

These days don’t change and come about every year at the same time. 

We also know that there is a right way of doing things.  My finger tells me that hitting it with a hammer is not 

the right way of getting a nail into a piece of wood.  But I’m never too old to learn! 

Over the past few months most of the world has learnt the right way of behaving during a pandemic.  We have 

learnt again the art of community.  We’ve learnt to be grateful to the NHS and all who have kept us going. 
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Perhaps one of the most important things is that we have realised that unless we all take responsibility and 

ownership of our actions, across spheres, we are all at risk. 

With God there is so much still to know and we may never, on this earth, get the full picture but God knows 

the appropriate time for all things, and God knows the response he would have us give.  So, may we, in times 

of difficulty, think of those around us and those around the world so that we ensure that we act at the right 

time, and in the right way in every situation. 

Anne Scarff: Secretary to Stowmarket Group of Churches. (the group consists of Stowmarket, Stowupland, 

Mendlesham and Debenham). 

 

STOWUPLAND BOWLS CLUB 

It is two months since our previous article and during that period our thoughts have been with local residents, 

families and friends. 

 

We understand that the bowling season has begun at a few of the local clubs but others are not quite ready 

and we fall into that category.   

Perhaps by the time this Newsletter is printed and issued we will be active ourselves with roll-ups at least.  But 

as all league matches were cancelled for the season some weeks ago, bowling will be somewhat  

limited.  Actually, roll-up sessions are a good time for aspiring bowlers to try their hand so, please, if anyone is 

interested contact our  

Chairman Frank Boxhall on 01359 244591. 

 

As with other sporting institutions, our Club will be following the required guidelines with regard to distancing, 

sanitising etc and will adopt any system we feel is relevant to our own Members’ situation and  

safety. 

 

We hope that by the time the August Newsletter is circulated we shall have more definite and interesting news 

for you all to read. 

 

Meanwhile everyone, take care and BE SAFE. 
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SIMPLE GINGERBREAD RECIPE 

 

INGREDIENTS 

225g plain flour, plus extra for dusting, pinch of salt, 2 tsp 

bicarbonate of soda, 1 heaped tsp ground ginger, ½ tsp 

cinnamon, 50g unsalted butter, 100g soft brown sugar, 

100g golden syrup.  

 

 METHOD 

Heat the oven to 190/170 fan/gas5 and line a baking tray with baking parchment. Sieve the flour, salt, bicarbonate of 

soda, ginger and cinnamon into a large bowl. Heat the butter, sugar and syrup until dissolved. Leave the sugar mixture to 

cool slightly, then mix into the dry ingredients to form a dough. Once completed, chill the dough in the fridge for 30 

minutes. On a surface, lightly dust with flour, roll out the dough to a ¼- inch thickness. Stamp out the gingerbread men 

shapes with a cutter, then re-roll any off-cuts and repeat. Place your gingerbread shapes on the lined trays, allowing 

space for them to spread. Bake for 10-15 minutes, then remove from the oven and leave them to cool. (Optional) Ice to 

your requirements/let the kids do their thing!  

Recipe courtesy of Hawkens Gingerbread  

https://www.hawkensgingerbread.com 

 

 

 Editor’s Note: 

I made these but didn’t have a gingerbread person cutter, so I wrapped the dough in cling film in a sausage 
shape. When chilled I just sliced ¼ inch slices and made vaguely round biscuits! 

Alternatively, any shaped cutter will do! 

https://www.hawkensgingerbread.com/
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Working From Home 

With 42% of the working population working from home, will this soon be normal for those workers? 

Certainly, there are many advantages from working at home. There is no commuting time, cost and 

aggravation. You don’t need a special ‘work’ wardrobe and you don’t need to apply your make-up or shave (as 

long as you don’t do video calls). It doesn’t matter if you can’t get a haircut and coffee and snacks are on hand 

all day! It sounds like bliss but many people struggle with working from home. 

On the down side, you don’t get to meet up with your colleagues and it can be quite lonely. If you have a 

collaborative job, it can be difficult to communicate with your team as you would in the office. Often, the 

written word in an email doesn’t come across in quite the same way as a quick chat in the office. Without the 

body language words can be taken the wrong way and something that is nothing can be blown out of 

proportion. Likewise, a quick “how do you do this…” to a teammate in the office becomes a nightmare via 

email. 

For those who have had to adjust during the pandemic to working from home, it is likely your home set up is 

less than ideal. Not many of us have the luxury of an office at home. It is more likely that you find yourself in 

the corner of a bedroom, on the kitchen table, in the living room or under the stairs. Of course, we are nearly 

all at home too, so if you have a family you have to contend with the noise and disturbance of your children as 

well as the needs of your spouse. 

As the weeks have gone by, I’m sure some adjustments have been made to these less than ideal situations. 

There are some important things to try to achieve to make your working life more comfortable. It is likely that 

you are using a laptop so it is far easier to move to a space that you can make your own. You will, at some 

point, need to charge your laptop, so choose a position that has access to an electric socket. You may need to 

use a wired connection, but even with a wireless connection, you will fare better closer to your router. Make 

sure you have a solid surface to place your laptop on, preferably a desk or table. Sitting on the sofa with your 

laptop on your lap is not clever for your long-term health. You need to sit in a decent chair so that you are at 

the correct height and your back has support. An ergonomic office chair is the best option but these can be 

expensive (it’s always worth checking online to see if you can pick up a decent second hand one or get a good 

deal). If you are vertically challenged, a footstool is a good idea so that you are sitting correctly with your 

knees in line with your hips. The top of your screen should be in line with your eyes so that you are sitting with 

your head up, looking straight in front of you. That isn’t so easy if you’re using a laptop as the keyboard is 

often too high. You will have to decide what is the best option for you. To prevent strain on your wrists (RSI) 

you can easily buy wrist supports that sit in front of your keyboard or mouse mats with wrist cushions. One of 

the most common problems for office workers who sit at a desk all day is computer hump! If you find you are 

getting a swelling at the top of your shoulders/base of your neck, then you need to look at your working 

position. 

In addition, you should get up from your desk every twenty minutes or so and have a stretch and walk round 

(not necessarily to the fridge). Keep well hydrated and try not to drink too much coffee! 
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It is important to treat your working day as work. Be at your desk at 9 o’clock and take a proper lunch break. 

As far as possible, go for a walk during your lunch break, it will clear your head and stretch your muscles. Tell 

the family you are working and please try not to disturb you, especially if you have to make business calls or 

video conferencing. And, if you are using video, be mindful of what’s behind you. An unmade bed might not 

give the right impression! Make sure you are actually working, not taking advantage to check out your 

Facebook page or do your household chores. Don’t forget to stop work at your normal time and make room 

for that family life you have barred all day.  

You will be more productive in both work and family life if you clearly separate the two. Stick to your own 

rules and be disciplined and you will reap all the benefits of working from home. 

 
 

ODE TO BORIS 

 

These cursed days of isolation, 

really have split our nation 

Loved ones forced to keep their distance 

At Boris’s stern insistence 

Though journalists and MP’s moan 

He tells us we must stay at home 

Haranguing us nearly every day 

He really means to have his way 

 

The press and media snipe and moan 

But never say what they would have done 

We were all groping in the dark 

Staying away from beach and park 

Keeping our distance from friends and kin 

Not allowed out, socialising a sin 

And we must keep up our guard 

even though it will be really hard 

For if at any time we should relax 
The dreaded virus will be back!!! 

 

 

Anon. 
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Memory Lane 

 

The Local History Group has a round up of our local water pumps. I wonder how many of you 

remember drawing water from a pump? Certainly, in current times we would be spending a lot of 

time at the water pumps, at two metres distance of course, to draw water for all our hand-washing 

requirements. Water is something we take for granted these days, but how would our ancestors 

have coped with today’s high standard of hygiene? 

The picture shows Stowupland Parish Chairman, Mary Bloom, receiving an award for best kept 

village in 1984. Do any of you remember this occasion at the water pump? 
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           july 2020, newsletter (no 4) 

 

    Stay Alert and Keep Safe 

A poultry themed July Quizzicals  

(but think Suffolk village names and good luck!)  

1 Meek Albert embraces decapitated chicken 

  2. Is she is buried here?             

  

  

Any queries or comments please contact any 

committee member or me 

Sandra:  sawalker2000@hotmail.com 

01449 673296 

An early reminder that next year will be the 10th 

Anniversary of the founding of our Local History 

Group. Were you one of the founding members 

or like me a late comer? Do you have any stories 

or photos which will help tell the story to those 

of us who are newcomers? 

Neil Langridge shares with us what he has found out  

about my piece of Stowupland, namely ‘Saxham Street.’ 

In early documents the name Saxham Street is sometimes spelt Saxton Street or Saxon Street. It is often 

described as Saxham or Saxton hamlet, i.e. a settlement distinct from Thorney (Green). There are other 

places in the county with the place name element Sax – Great and Little Saxham near Bury,  Saxtead 

and Saxmundham. In their “Dictionary of Suffolk Place Names” Keith Briggs and Kelly Kirkpatrick 

give two possible origins for these 1. “place of the Saxons or 2. Derived from a personal name Seaxa”. 
 

In his “History of Stowmarket” (1844) Hollingsworth states –"One of the principle roads in 

Stowupland leading from Stowmarket toward Stonham, formerly a broad-way green and bordered 

with trees is called still and is described in all the old deeds as Saxham Street." 
 

A person named Saxi appears in the Suffolk entries in the Domesday Book (1086). He is usually 

described as “Ranulph Peverels predecessor”, that is, he held land before the conquest that Peverel a 

Norman knight then took over. Saxi is shown as holding land in Debenham, Stonham and elsewhere. 

 

 In Stow hundred, Saxi is shown as lord of a small place called Rodeham before 1066. It had just one 

freeman farming 10 acres and was valued at 2 shillings. No place in Stow hundred has been identified 

as being this Rodeham so could Rodeham be Saxham Street and the origin be Saxi’s homestead street? 
In “Suffolks Ancient Sites-Historical Places” Mel Birch quotes the historian Vincent Redstone as being 
of the opinion that Rodeham was Saxham Street. 
 

Answers to June’s s Quizzicals 

1. Loud fifty-nine carries weight - Flixton 

2. Not quite a milk loaf – Weybread 

 

Just a few additional comments… 

When Dave and I started researching Saxham Street we 

noticed on some 18th century maps that there was an area 

named Saxham Green, roughly where Victoria Cottages 

were later built. (Just one of many things we want to 

recheck when we can get back to The Hold).   

And, frustratingly, when using the 19th century census 

returns to track Saxham Street residents it slowly dawned 

that names were more loosely applied to roads than we are 

used to.  Thorney Green, Stonham Road, Saxham Street and 

Mendlesham Road seemed to commence and terminate in 

different places over the decades. 
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Beware of Scams 

Unfortunately, the changing times and difficult circumstances we are all experiencing at the moment has given 

a green light to those who want to take advantage of the vulnerable position some of us in. Here are just some 

of the scams that are circulating at the moment: 

 

From ********** on Next Door:  

"Just to make you aware. I have just received a phone call from my Nan, she had a gentleman call round to her 

house offering to clear her gutters and mend the seals for £180. She told him that she needed to check with 

her son first and he went down to £150, she still told him she needed to speak to us first, at that he said ok I 

will come back in 20 minutes. 

I don’t have a description of him only that he is Irish." 

From Facebook: 

Someone knocks on the door and offers a free facemask from the council. They ask you to try it on but it is 

impregnated with a chemical that knocks you out. They then have access to your property and can just help 

themselves! 

 

From Action Fraud: 

The emails purporting to be from TV Licensing claim that the recipient's direct debit has failed and that they 

need to pay to avoid prosecution. Recipients are told that they are eligible for a "COVID19 Personalized Offer" 

of six months free. The messages contain links to genuine-looking websites that are designed to steal personal 

and financial information. 

Always question unsolicited requests for your personal or financial information in case it's a scam. Never 

automatically click on a link in an unexpected email or text.  

From Citizens Advice: 

Coronavirus - be aware of new scams 

It's important you're aware of the many new scams around at the moment because of coronavirus. Scams to 

look out for include: 

 advertising face masks or medical equipment at high prices 

 emails or texts pretending to be from the government 

 emails offering life insurance against coronavirus 

 people knocking at your door and asking for money for charity 
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If you see emails or texts about coronavirus from someone you don't know, or from an unusual email address, 

don't click on any links or buy anything. 

Don't give money or personal details to anyone you don't know or trust - for example someone who knocks on 

the door and offers to help. 

Police & Suffolk Trading Standards are urging residents to remain vigilant of telephone scams after an elderly 

victim fell victim to an Amazon telephone scam.  

Suffolk Trading Standards has issued the following guidance -   

Beware of telephone calls being made by fraudsters pretending to be from Amazon. 

We’ve had reports of calls being made from individuals claiming your Amazon Prime subscription is due to 

expire, and will be automatically taken from your account. The recorded message asks you to press 1 to cancel 

or to speak to customer services. The call then goes through to an individual who “requires” your personal 

details. 

Another scam call claims that your Amazon Prime account is being cancelled and that bank details are 

required to refund this. 

If you receive a call, claiming to be from Amazon, HANG UP! 

Do not provide any personal information, your Amazon log in details, banking details or credit/debit card 

information. 

Report any scam calls to Suffolk Trading Standards via Citizens Advice Consumer Service on 0808 223 1133. 

Suffolk Police are also warning of dog thefts. Gun dogs in particular are being targeted and the police are 

urging owners to look at their security particularly if the dogs are usually kept outside. Thieves seem to be 

gaining information from Social Media so do be careful what you post online. 

Other methods of contacting Suffolk Police are as follows – 

Website – www.suffolk.police.uk or http://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something   

Crimestoppers – Contact the independent charity Crimestoppers 100% anonymously on 0800 555 111, or via 

their online form: www.crimestoppers-uk.org 

Phone – Call 101 

Action Fraud website - www.actionfraud.police.uk or telephone 0300 123 2040. 

Please note in the event of an emergency you should always call 999. 

 

 

 

http://www.suffolk.police.uk/
http://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.crimestoppers-uk.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7CKaren.WILLIE%40suffolk.police.uk%7Cd774fe2d436241256a2808d80baebfa1%7C63c6bc72b09342dbbf8a14e2a998e211%7C0%7C0%7C637272192446028039&sdata=F6%2FjsjkgK%2BivHh3DAXqhU2SLhCT7WVNufDMqIojYjXQ%3D&reserved=0
http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/
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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 

 

These have been some strange and at times I am sure stressful times for all of us but there looks to be some 

light at the end of the tunnel. As I write things are starting to return to normal albeit a new normal. 

During lockdown the Parish Council cancelled one council meeting at the start but since then meetings have 

been held via Zoom. Should any member of the public wish to be included in these virtual meetings they need 

to contact the clerk. It has been a learning curve for some of us, me included, but it has been very interesting. 

Your Parish Council has tried to keep things going even though it has sometimes been difficult to contact the 

right people both in Suffolk County Council and Mid Suffolk District Council. We are all trying to adapt to a 

different way of working and move issues forward. 

You will see that the work on improving the footpaths across The Green has started including the new path 

from footpath 32 to the A1120. They are doing a great job and I hope residents will be pleased with the 

results. I know that at times it has been difficult to use some areas of The Green whilst this work is in progress 

but I hope you will think the results are worth a little inconvenience. This work is being funded from our Parish 

CIL Fund.  

Currently we are seeking quotes for wooden posts either side of the roadway from the A1120 to the Safer 

Route to School on Thorney Green. We hope to run this as a trial to protect our Green from the effects of cars 

parking along the edge and damaging our green. Again, this will be funded by Parish CIL monies. 

The track at the bottom of Trinity Walk is also in our sights. The aim is to link the footpath from Trinity Walk to 

the primary school footpath as well as to the one that will come through from Trinity Meadows. In bad 

weather this can be a mud bath for those accessing the primary school and again this will be funded from the 

Parish CIL Fund.  

We are still awaiting the feasibility report from Suffolk County Council regarding the possibility of a crossing at 

the Co-Op.  

I hope you can see that your Parish Council is moving things forward to try to make our village accessible for all 

in all weathers. If you have ideas for any projects around the village that you feel would be of benefit to our 

residents please let a councillor know. We are always happy to have volunteers to help with projects. 

As we all try to return to a little more normality please Stay Safe. 

Sally Reeves 
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Parish Council Report – June 2020 

 

The second virtual Parish Council took place with 9 Parish Councillors and myself as the lone member of the 

public present. 

Council Report                                                                                                                                            

Once again, no report was submitted by SCC Cllr Green, but the MSDC report can be viewed elsewhere in 

Telstar. 

Matters of Report                                                                                                                                                    

The Chairman will contact the contractor to complete the work on the ditch alongside Columbyne Close now 

that he is back at work. The SID device manufacturer has requested additional information on the size of the 

posts. The Clerk is obtaining quotes for the trial of the wooden posts on Thorney Green and on advice from 

SCC, will require a licence if they are placed within 1.2m of the roadside but none if further back as this is no 

longer Highways land. Thanks were given to the District Councillor for his advice. The first cut of the footpaths 

has taken place. Still awaiting response from SCC Cllr Green on footpath alongside Gipping Road and the traffic 

count.  He has advised that Highways have apologised for the incorrect positioning of the road markings at the 

bus stop along Thorney Road but no action will be taken until the end of the Covid-19 restrictions.  All other 

matters are still outstanding, many also due to the Covid-19 restrictions. Bloor Homes have agreed to a Zoom 

Meeting with representatives of the PC, however, they have yet to submit a list of attendees.                                                                                                                                             

Track at Hunters Moon                                                                                                                                             

It was agreed to accept the quote from Garrod Construction to carry out the works on the track.  It was also 

agreed to raise an application for CIL monies of £2000 towards the total cost of £2726. 

Half a Mow                                                                                                                                                       

It was agreed to ask Mr Carter if he would be happy to make the first cut of the half a mow during July. 

Sub-Committee Reports                                                                                                                               

Allotments - It was proposed that a gate should be installed between plots 18 and 19 at the cost to the 

allotment holders with ongoing maintenance to be the responsibility of them also and following an inspection, 

letters should be sent to allotment holders who had failed to keep their plots in reasonable condition. 

Planning - It was agreed to support a planning application that is actually in Earl Stonham but they had 

asked for any comments from Stowupland PC as the applicant was previously a business owner in 

Stowupland and there may be some negligible impact on traffic.  All other planning matters were 

notifications of previous approved applications. 
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PIIP 

It was agreed that a CIL contribution of £4250 should be made to the Church Council for carpeting of the nave 

and vestry following confirmation from the MSDC Infrastructure Team that this spend is allowed.  Further 

information is to be sought from Stowupland Pre-School on their regeneration project before a final decision 

is made.  The list of projects to be submitted to MSDC includes works to Hunters Moon track, Mill Cottages 

access, posts to protect the Green from unauthorised vehicles, cemetery gates and frontage, land for an 

extension to the cemetery or a new cemetery, pedestrian crossing facility at Co-Op, track improvement 

between Trinity Walk and Bloor Homes site, trim trail and extension and upgrading or replacement of village 

hall/community and sports facilities.  It was agreed that any of these projects, which will be owned by the PC, 

would need to have pricing work undertaken. 

Correspondence                                                                                                                                                     

 It was noted that correspondence had been received from the Countess of Euston regarding copy of the 

Queen’s VE day speech, and comments from the Old Newton Clerk on an application for an operator licence 

at Old Bells Farm.  An allotment holder had sent correspondence in respect of a Health and Safety matter, 

which will be investigated. A resident had suggested that the PC should purchase some land in Church Road, 

but this has already been sold to a developer.  There was also concern voiced by a resident about the speed of 

traffic along Church Road and a PCSO had been asked to undertake a speed check.  This was done on 2 

occasions with a fastest speed being recorded at 32mph.  It is hoped that the police will arrange for a 

recording SID to be installed to get a more accurate picture of the speed overall.                                                                                                                         

The meeting closed at 8.10pm. 

Sandy Smith 

 

District Councillor Report 

 

Covid-19 Staff are continuing to work from home, making use of Skype to hold virtual meetings with 

colleagues and residents; non-urgent site inspections are not taking place.  Many officers 

have been seconded to different duties to help MSDC respond to the issues arising from the 

pandemic. 

Meetings There have been very few meetings held, all of them virtual meetings via Skype.  In May a 

joint MSDC and Babergh DC Cabinet meeting took place and another Cabinet meeting is being 

held on 9 June.  A virtual full Council meeting is being planned for July; this will be the Annual 

General Meeting at which the Chair of the Council will be elected for the year and 

appointments to committees and outside bodies will be confirmed. 

Trees for Life The Tree for Life scheme has been relaunched.  Parents of children born or adopted during 

2020 can apply for a free tree to plant in their own garden or other suitable location.  It is 

open to all families in Mid Suffolk who welcome a new arrival between 1 January and 31 

December 2020, in addition to parents who may have lost a child during the same period to 

apply for a remembrance tree.  The closing date for applications is 17 January 2021. 
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End of Newsletter 

Small 

Business 

Grants 

A new Discretionary Grant is now open for businesses based in shared offices or other flexible 

workspaces, market traders, bed and breakfasts and small charity properties. The value of the 

grants range between £2,500 - £5,000 and can only be claimed by businesses who have been 

unable to access any other grants.  Details are on the MSDC website. 

There are now various different grants schemes; we have continued to encourage businesses 

and other organisations who have not already done so to apply for a grant to help them 

through this difficult time.  If you run a business or know someone who does and may not 

have applied, please get in touch with us or go to the MSDC website where there are details 

and an on-line application form. 

Emergency 

Needs 

Grants 

MSDC has funds to support organisations providing help to vulnerable residents.  Community 

groups, along with town and parish councils, are playing a key role in easing the challenges 

faced by residents at this time.  A Covid-19 Emerging Needs Grant was set up last month, 

ensuring much-needed funding could be provided to new and existing groups.  Grants of up 

to £2,500 can be applied for to cover increased costs incurred as a result of the Coronavirus.  

There are details on line, or contact one of us. 

Safer 

Shopping 

and Outdoor 

Leisure 

As lockdown measures are eased, there is a need to change the way we visit businesses, 

shops and open spaces.  MSDC is working with other councils across Suffolk to introduce 

measures to reduce the risk of COVID-19 spreading as more people are out and about.  We 

have suggested measures such as partial road closures, and traffic restrictions to give more 

space for pedestrians, and encourage social distancing in shopping areas. 

Business 

Innovation 

and Growth 

Fund 

A new £300,000 funding programme for small businesses across Babergh and Mid Suffolk has 

been agreed - with funds to be allocated over the next three years.  The aim is to help sustain 

and create jobs, provide opportunities to grow and innovate as well as react to the changing 

business landscape.  

Planning It is anticipated that the draft Joint Local Plan (JLP) will be discussed by full Council in July.  It 

will  be important to check whether or not there have been any amendments to the land 

allocations in Stowupland.  It would then be a good idea to review the Neighbourhood Plan, 

and make any amendments in the light of Local Plan Policies and land allocations.  There are 

further stages, including Examination by an Inspector, before the JLP can be adopted as a 

planning document will full weight. 

There is no news on when the Gladman application will be considered by planning 

committee.  

Locality 

Awards 

A reminder that Locality Awards have been launched for 2020/21.  If you know of a 

community group in need of some funding please put them in touch with us. 

 

   Councillor Keith Welham                                                Councillor Rachel Eburne 

   keith.welham@midsuffolk.gov.uk                                 rachel.eburne@midsuffolk.gov.uk 

   Phone number 01449 673185                                       Telephone 01449 673311 

 

mailto:sarah.mansel@midsuffolk.gov.uk
mailto:rachel.eburne@midsuffolk.gov.uk

